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	Say It Like Obama and WIN!: The Power of Speaking with Purpose and Vision, 9780071713085 (0071713085), McGraw-Hill, 2009
A fully updated, expanded edition of the leadership classic!

President Barack Obama never fails to fire up a crowd. Whether he’s addressing societal injustices or explaining complex policy decisions, Obama gains legions of enthusiastic supporters with every speech he makes.

With Say it Like Obama and Win!, you hold in your hands the secrets to the President’s amazing success. Author Shel Leanne dissects Obama’s style to reveal his remarkable communication tactics—which you can put to use right away. You’ll learn how to:

	Make a strong first impression
	Communicate using body language
	Establish common ground with your audience
	Gain trust and confidence
	Convey your vision with imagery that resonates
	Build to a crescendo and leave a lasting impression


This updated edition contains brand-new material, including Obama’s historic presidential election acceptance speech, the inaugural address, election-winning debates, and communications regarding the economy and foreign affairs.

Say it Like Obama and Win! is about the art of persuasion, the power of presentation, and the most effective techniques of communication. From building strong arguments and facing tough issues to inspiring a team or workforce to new levels of innovation and productivity, Say It Like Obama and Win! gives you the tools you can use to instill positive change at every level of your organization.
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Advanced Topics in End User Computing, Vol. 3Idea Group Publishing, 2004
This text features the latest research findings dealing with end user computing concepts, issues, and trends. It provides a forum to advance the practice and understanding of end user computing in organizations.

Advanced Topics in End User Computing features the latest research findings dealing with end user computing concepts,...


		

Cisco Unified Contact Center Enterprise (UCCE) (Networking Technology: IP Communications)Cisco Press, 2011

	With all the fantastic Cisco documentation available online, why does the world of
	UCCE need this book? UCCE is such a big topic that it would be easy to think that it is
	possible to try and cover absolutely everything. Unfortunately, this would turn this book
	into nothing more than a product reference manual that could potentially be...


		

Structural Performance of Masonry Elements: Mortar Coating Layers Influence (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book discusses the main mechanical features of masonry buildings and the peculiarities that affect their structural behaviour. It also examines technical information regarding accidents that have occurred in recent years in the Metropolitan Region of Recife, along with the historical records of these events, followed by...






	

Ground-Up JavaSybex, 2003
This is the first effective Java book for true beginners. Sure, books before now focused on basic concepts and key techniques, and some even provided working examples on CD. Still, they lacked the power to transform someone with no programming experience into someone who sees, who really “gets it.”

Working with Ground-Up...


		

Database Management SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2000
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS is designed for use in a course in databases. This book is distinctive in its emphasis on the practical side of databases. This means that it has unique coverage of database design, uses SQL throughout the book to demonstrate different concepts, and has an emphasis on query evaluation and optimization. In this revision...

		

Innovations in Intelligent Machines -3: Contemporary Achievements in Intelligent SystemsSpringer, 2012

	This book aims to promote a sample of current theoretical and application oriented intelligent systems research specifically in the field of neural networks computing. It presents examples of experimental and real-world investigations that demonstrate contemporary achievements and advances in the area of intelligent systems.
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